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MY PREFERRED PANDEMIC

You’d be surprised how many people don’t lock their doors. It
makes breaking and entering much easier during the pandemic.
By Sally Harvey
RYDER

BOB ROSS:
PERSON, PAINTER
AND PERM

Bob Ross filmed the Joy of
Painting series on Hoosier
soil. A museum dedicated
to Ross recently
opened in Muncie.
By Mason Cassady

STALKING WERNER

Filmmaker and provocateur Werner Herzog
visited Bloomington in 2012 and an IU
professor unashamedly glommed on to him.
By Dennis Reardon

TURNS OUT I HAD TO STAY AND FIGHT

The Houston Riot of 1917, the “Red Summer” of 1919, the Tulsa Riots of
1921, the Rosewood Massacre of 1923--count Kevin Willmott’s ﬁlm, the
24th, among the recent attempts to reckon with our racist past.
By Tom Prasch

CONTEST RULES: email your answer to FamousBuses@TheRyder.com. The subject line should read “Bus Contest.” Winners will receive a pair of
tickets to The Ryder Film Series where, if they are lucky, they will see a movie featuring one or more buses
in supporting roles. If they are especially lucky, winners may also get a Bloomington Transit coloring book
and other cool stuff. Be sure to include a mailing address with your entry. Employees of BT, The Ryder
and their families or facsimiles thereof may not enter. New Jersey residents add a 15% surcharge.

In A League of their Own, one of the passengers on the team bus (the son of
one of the players) covers the bus driver’s eyes with is hands. Does the driver …
A. Slam on the
B. Crash into a
C. Throw the kid
D. Pull over and
breaks
stop sign
off the bus
quit
ANSWER TO LAST WEEK’S QUESTION: Though Deadpool has experienced his fair
share of gentle love taps from Colossus, none have involved a Fastball Special
into a bus. And while Deadpool did enter an SUV through a sunroof, he’s yet to do
so with a bus. As for Domino, while it’s likely her luck does not extend to getting
a cab - an historic lament of Black people everywhere - as we haven’t actually
try, we don’t know for sure. Thus the right answer is (c), as Terry Crews could
tell you: His Bedlam character buys the farm after a head-on collision, in a failed
parachute landing, with the 532 Downtown bus. In the shadow of an amusement
park marquee. Advertising, in homage to This Is...Spinal Tap, a puppet show.

Remember…Movies wouldn’t be Movies without Buses.
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ETHER GAME CELEBRATES ITS 50TH ANNIVERSARY
SPECIAL ANNIVERSARY SHOW AIRS TUESDAY, MARCH 16 AT 8 P.M. ON WFIU

Ether Game, WFIU’s weekly music guessing
game, is celebrating its 50th year on the
radio with a special extended two-hour
anniversary show airing Tuesday, March 16
at 8 p.m. on WFIU.
For the anniversary special, Ether Game
host Chris Burrus says that there will be even
more of the music trivia that listeners enjoy.
The program will also feature messages from
listeners, former hosts, writers, and producers,
as well as retrospective audio and musical
selections from Ether Game’s original shows in
the ’70s. Listeners can submit birthday wishes
to be played on the 50th-anniversary show at
wﬁu.org/ethergame.
Ether Game was created by WFIU’s former
station manager, Don Glass (who you still
hear on the airwaves as the co-host of WFIU’s
A Moment of Science). The ﬁrst broadcast
aired on March 16, 1971. Glass envisioned a
6

classical music radio show where you only
announce the pieces after they are played,
to see if listeners can guess what they are
hearing. Glass says the idea came to him from
his student days, when music professors
conducted “listening exams” in the classroom.
The ﬁrst show was a drop-the-needle
program—there were no call-ins. Musical
selections were printed upside-down in
the WFIU program guide; listeners played
at home sans pseudonyms (or so we
assume). Over time, listeners started “calling
the station spontaneously, using goofy
nicknames,” Glass says. By the early ’80s,
listeners were formally invited to phone in
their answers, identifying themselves with
a “tasteful pseudonym,” and the current
show’s format began to take shape. As time
went on, some of the callers, like Marge
Gravit, became local celebrities.
RYDER

In 2009, the program expanded beyond a
weekly radio show, oﬀering a companion
podcast. But one of the most recent changes
that Ether Game has experienced is how the
show is produced during the pandemic.
Burrus says that the show had to be stripped
down to essential functions to minimize instudio time at the station for social distancing.
“My hope was that Ether Game would be
a refuge for our listeners from any of the
anxieties that the pandemic might have
been causing,” Burrus says. “Daily life was
changing for all of us, but good old Ether
Game would still be there on Tuesday nights,
and most importantly, listeners would still be
invited to submit responses to the game
against other players.”
Mark Chilla, who hosted Ether Game from
2013 to 2020, attributes the show’s enduring
popularity to its unique format and devoted
listeners. “There is a consistent group of
dedicated (and very smart) players that you’ll
hear most every week,” explains Chilla.
“There are players from Bloomington and
beyond: Brussels Boy, Pesto and Presto The
Spaghetti Twins, West Side Gang, Missouri

Don Glass created Ether Game.
MARCH/APRIL 2021

Musical knowledge is
important but there’s also
an art to adopting just
the right pseudonym, one
that captures a player’s
personality without giving
away too much.
Will, Squeak Peabody, Mr. Ed, and Rose
C’est La Vie. We’ve had some legendary
legacy players as well, like Kokomo Kid and
Minerva. These are people who developed
a reputation for being extremely good at the
game over the years.”
Musical knowledge is important but
there’s also an art to adopting just the right
pseudonym, one that captures a player’s
personality without giving away too much.
“My favorites,” Chilla says, “are the puns on
classical composers: Deb, you see!, Rimskitty
Korsacat, Ernst Bloch Party, Josquin de Pretzel.
Every once in a while, someone tries to give us
a “tasteless” pseudonym. It happened maybe
once or twice during my tenure as host (I
won’t say what it was, but it had something to
do with a piano player). We caught it early on
and it never got on the air.
“There’s nothing quite like Ether Game
anywhere else on the radio, which makes
it special,” Chilla says. “But I think a show
like this can only last for ﬁfty years in a
community like south-central Indiana. There
are so many brilliant music fans out there in
the WFIU listening area and beyond—and it’s
those listeners who kept it going for so long.”
ABOUT ETHER GAME
Ether Game is a one-hour weekly music
guessing game that airs Tuesdays at 8 p.m.
on WFIU. The program features mainly
classical music, but also includes movie
soundtracks, jazz, folk, and rock. Ether
Game’s audience ranges from music buﬀs to
those who like trivia.
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support The BUSKIRK-CHUMLEY THEATER

Marquee YOUR Message
2nd annual virtual auction
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By Lee Ehman

My Journey
with the

Citizens’
Climate
Lobby
In January 2017, after agonizing over the
outcome of the 2016 presidential election, I
decided to do something positive. I attended
a gathering at the Buskirk-Chumley Theater
to watch a film about climate change. The
event was sponsored by the Time to Choose
Coalition, and drew 500+ people. Nine
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organizations had set up information tables
in the theater, and I picked up a brochure
from a group called Citizens’ Climate Lobby
(CCL). They wanted to recruit people to get
action on climate change, and although I
wasn’t entirely clear on exactly what CCL
did, I signed up.
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I went to a few of the monthly meetings
for the local Southern Indiana chapter, and
soon got over my initial confusion as to what
they were about. That spring I volunteered to
be part of a lobby team meeting with the new
Republican Congressman for Indiana’s Ninth
District, Trey Hollingsworth.
In a nutshell, CCL lobbies Congress to
enact legislation to combat climate change.
I learned the mantra of the organization,
“carbon fee and dividend,” an alternative to
the perhaps better-known but still not wellunderstood “cap and trade.” CCL wants
legislation that puts a price on carbon, and
returns the revenue to households, to offset
the increase in prices of carbon-based goods
and services. During each monthly meeting
we spent ten minutes on a “Laser Talk.” In
pairs, we practiced elevator speeches about
some aspect of carbon fee and dividend,
or related topics. In this way we practiced
the parts we’d have to play in lobbying –
whether a member of Congress, our family,
friends, or neighbors. We learned to be
non-argumentative, and to practice active
listening.
As a group that sees climate
change as a non-partisan
problem, CCL advocates
for robust bi-partisan
congressional action to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions, and
protect low-income families.
Carbon fee and dividend will
tax fossil fuels – coal, gas and
oil – as they come out of the
ground. Companies that use or
sell fossil fuel energy would,
of course, pass the extra cost
on to consumers. All the
revenue collected from the tax
would, however, be returned
to households on a per capita
basis as monthly dividends
to help them cover the higher
MARCH/APRIL 2021

prices. In fact, about two-thirds of families
with the least income would receive more in
dividends than the increased costs caused by
higher-priced fossil fuels.
What impact would the plan have on
climate change? Because energy costs would
rise due to the carbon tax, entrepreneurs and
companies would be motivated to innovate
and produce products and services that rely
more on renewable energy, which becomes
cheaper relative to carbon-based energy.
Fewer fossil fuels will be burned, resulting
in lower greenhouse gas emissions. If it were
implemented, economic studies show that
the U.S. would achieve close to net zero CO2
emissions by 2050. The plan would quickly
yield important health benefits by decreasing
pollution. We could expect 90,000 fewer
premature deaths per year resulting from
heart and lung diseases, and fewer asthma
illnesses.
What about the economy, you ask?
The biggest objection to a carbon fee and
dividend plan that I’ve encountered is that
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I disagree with nearly all of Trey
Hollingsworth’s political positions but one
of the virtues of face-to-face
meetings is that preconceptions
fly out the window.
it would somehow hurt the economy. No so:
Contrary to claims by critics, the plan would
not depress the economy or cost jobs. Recent
research shows that European carbon taxes
resulted in no adverse effect on economic
growth or total employment. Moreover,
research shows that carbon pricing will
actually lead to U.S. job growth. Wages from
clean energy jobs are 25% higher than the
U.S. average, and are more likely to include
health care and retirement benefits.
The carbon fee and dividend plan is
embodied in a bi-partisan House bill, the
Energy Innovation and Carbon Dividend
Act (EICDA), which was co-sponsored by 86
representatives during the last Congress. We
expect it to be re-introduced again soon. This
is the primary legislation CCL lobbies for.
CCL trains their citizen lobbyists to be
positive, non-confrontational, and to seek
common ground for agreement. At the start
of each lobby session, participants find
something for which to thank the member
of Congress, and try to humanize the
interactions. Like any good exponents of
constructive engagement, we are mindful
of the common humanity of both our allies
and opponents, and work to build rapport
with all. (I asked Hollingsworth about his
young son, Joseph, and like most parents,
he was delighted for an opportunity to
talk affectionately about his son’s recent
antics.) Those we lobby are used to being
12

argued with,
and sometimes
yelled at. They
appreciate
our positive
approach, and
it smooths the way to fruitful discussions
about how to address climate change, which
is of course what we pursue, patiently but
relentlessly.
Our lobby team leaders develop a
detailed plan, incorporating the messages
and “asks” presented by the national
CCL staff, and other items specific to the
particular member of Congress. Lobby
teams have specific roles for which members
are responsible, like leader, note-taker (my
typical role), asker (the person who asks
for co-sponsorship of specific legislation),
appreciator, and others. They practice for
their meetings to ensure the plan will be
carried out.
We try to meet regularly with each
member of Congress (or their staff, if they
are not available), and always schedule a
meeting during the national lobby days,
in June and November/December. Before
2020, these were held in Washington D.C.,
where from 1,200 to 1,500 CCL volunteers
assembled for a two-day conference and
training session, followed by the day
when they fanned out to the offices of
all Representatives and Senators. I’ve
RYDER

participated in four of these Washington
lobby days so far (plus two virtually via
Zoom in 2020), and they are inspiring and
motivating.
My first lobby session, with Trey
Hollingsworth in April, 2017, blew away
almost all of my assumptions about the
process. I disagree with nearly all of
Hollingsworth’s political positions, and as a
dyed-in-the-wool Democrat, I went into the
meeting expecting to have to deal with the
devil.
But one of the virtues of face-toface meetings is that
preconceptions fly out
the window. I found that,
like most politicians,
Hollingsworth was
personable, interested in
listening to and talking to
us, and, most telling, had
done his homework before
the meeting, so he knew in
advance about the policy for
which we were pushing. His
questions were well-informed,
and he explained how and
why he agreed and disagreed
with us.
This first lobbying
experience taught me a
few things. Among them
is that we can have fruitful
conversations with people
we don’t ordinarily agree
with, as long as there is a
shared concern about the
issue. While the member of
Congress might not agree
with what we ask for, simply
by our perseverance and
focus, they take us seriously.
Our lobbying efforts do
actually pay off in tangible
ways. In 2018, for example,
MARCH/APRIL 2021

we lobbied Hollingsworth, by phone and
e-mail, to oppose a Republican-sponsored
House resolution that would ban legislation
involving carbon pricing. I was driving in
Michigan while on my July vacation, when
my cell phone buzzed; it was none other than
Trey Hollingsworth, calling to explain why
he would vote against the resolution, and
his reasons for doing it. He was one of six
Republicans to vote against his leadership.
His alignment with us and opposing the
resolution was a pleasant surprise, and
showed that our efforts counted.
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Over the last four years, CCL has lobbied
Hollingsworth in six face-to-face meetings,
and more with his legislative director. My
initial suspicion that Hollingsworth might
be insincere, conning us into thinking he
cares about climate change but really doesn’t,
was wrong. Hollingsworth has moved on
the climate change issue, and I believe our
lobbying has had something to do with that.
The national conversation about climate
change has evolved greatly since I joined
CCL four years ago. Public opinion has
swung dramatically away from denial
and toward favoring government action.
No longer do we meet with members of
Congress and hear rote climate denial talking
points. Nearly all congressional offices are
interested in discussing ways to address
climate change. Just in the past year, for
example, Indiana’s Senator Braun introduced
two bills which address climate change.
Representative Hollingsworth co-sponsored
the first, the Growing Solutions Climate
Act. Senator Young joined Braun by cosponsoring the second of the bills, the Trillion
Trees and Natural Carbon Storage Act. While
not carbon pricing plans, which we believe
to be the backbone in a comprehensive path
toward de-carbonization, they do signal
positive movement on the part of these
Indiana lawmakers.
Lobbying politicians is not the only
work that CCL volunteers do. During one
of the CCL local chapter monthly meetings,
someone suggested that we organize
a table at the Bloomington Farmer’s
Market. Because I had the time to do it, I
began to staff an information table during
most Saturday mornings. We gave out
information, and more importantly, asked
people to take a small action to help us lobby
congress on climate change. Most often
this involved signing a letter endorsing the
EICDA, and urging members of Congress to
support it. During several D.C. lobby days,
14

we were able to take approximately 600
letters to the Washington offices, a more than
adequate demonstrate of serious constituent
support. While tabling for three years got to
be quite a chore, it paid off, both in letters
of support, and in the interactions with
hundreds of our fellow citizens, who took
the opportunity to take an action on climate,
too.
What have I gotten out of my four years
with CCL? It has given me the sense that
I am acting positively as a citizen, making
an effort to change the nation’s direction in
combatting climate change. I’ve substituted
action for bitching. It has kept my mental
health on an even keel during very hard
times. I’ve also found a family of likeminded people in our CCL chapter. I look
forward to being and working with them in
person once again.
Based on my CCL journey, here is my call
for your action. Of course we need to take
individual action to address climate change.
There are many things we can do to reduce
our carbon footprints, and I am sure you
have done many of them, as I have. But we
need far more than that to ensure a livable
planet for our children and grandchildren.
Collective action is imperative if we are to
meet the crucial emission-reducing goals
necessary to stop global warming. The
nation’s citizenry must come together and
exert all the pressure we can muster to
advance us on the path to that livable planet.
I have thrown in my lot with Citizens’
Climate Lobby as my way of joining in that
collective action. I urge you to figure out
what your path will be, and then act.
If you’d like to join up with us and lobby
Congress, then we’d love to see you. It’s a
click away at ccl.org. Or, if you want to talk
to me about it, give me a call or e-mail. It
would be great to add you to our efforts.
[contact Lee Ehman at ehman@indiana.edu]
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B L OOM I N G TO N
TR I V I A
C H AMP I O N S H I P
SERI ES
Hosted by Skip Daley
5 TRIVIA NIGHTS

March 5 ● May 14 ● July 9 ● Sept. 10 ● Nov. 5

1 CHAMPIONSHIP TOURNAMENT
Dec. 10—invitation only

Prizes (total value $270) awarded to top three teams each night.
Register your team of up to six people
by each night’s registration deadline.
The Cabin Restaurant and Lounge will be on-site
with food, soda, beer, and wine available for purchase.

Doors open at 6 p.m. Trivia starts at 7 p.m.
$30/team/night
$120/team/series

7–9 p.m.

The Pavilion at
Switchyard Park,
1601 S. Rogers St.

Sponsored by:

bloomington.in.gov/parks
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City of Bloomington, IN - Parks and Recreation
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Not long ago at all, a large Texan in a
larger hat spoke loudly. He was not on
his ranch that day, but was tarrying at
a pub in Western Ireland. It was a tidy
refuge that
looked
out over
the wild
“Green
Sea of
Darkness.”
No one knew just why he was there,
though in this village every detail of
life mattered greatly and all the spaces
between were luminous. The visitor was
met with courtesy, graciousness, and
largess as is the custom.

When the visitor spoke on that day,
he addressed a quiet pub patron who
had been round the sun several score
times. “I hear you have a thatched roof,”
he began. His
deportment
was civil
enough –
but if you
opened your
awareness to
the totality of the creature, you’d glean
hints of the patronizing and a touch of
distain.
The old man responded. He spoke
reflectively and deliberately, with an
authenticity that would be quite hard

I’m a shrinking man in an
expanding universe.

16
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to counterfeit. “Aye,” he said, “And a fine
roof it is too. Sean O’Raferty crafted that
roof some 12 years ago; every wheat straw
grown for that very purpose.
“No machine may mangle those
straws. Each must be harvested with a
stone-honed scythe as in days of old.
Sean communicates with each of the
knots he fashions and each is crafted
with a consummate firmness. He bends
horseshoes, you know.
“Those straws have optimum pressure
between them and form the most parallel
structures that you have ever seen. I’ve
known the man since he was a wee
gossoon. He is the best there is. He’ll be in
here in an hour and a half.
“Aye, I once knew more than I do
now. You see, I’m a shrinking man in an
expanding universe and one fine moment
we were exactly the same size. Briefly, I
knew everything about everything and
even more. It didn’t last long – but oh, it
was lovely. Today, I know but a few things,
but each sounds out from the depths with
the clarity of a virgin bell.
“My dear wife Caitlin thought highly
of our roof and sometimes thanked it for
being ever steadfast. We all keened for her
when she left this world. She was fey, you
know. The birds came round whenever she
stepped outside; not as a flock, mind you,
but as mindful solitaries. Each bird would
sing a few notes of its own and she would
respond in kind.
“Her voice did not sound loud; it
sounded far. A visitor hard by, might not
hear her at all. But when the air was still,
a boy and his dog across the valley would
harken to those tones.”
In the corner of the pub, someone sang
a song – it was in Irish. The thatched roof
bard ceased his monologue and listened
intently. At the song’s end, he said nothing,
but touched the brim of his cap with two
MARCH/APRIL 2021
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fingers. He nodded his head ever so
slightly and then resumed his eulogy.
“Now, she wasn’t always the
correctly proper lady of refinement.
There were shades of the primal in her.
Sometimes she laughed too loudly.
Sometimes, she wept too secretly. Did
she love too much? I don’t know. I don’t
know. Love wasn’t a thing she did, it
was a thing
she was. Can
you be too
much of what
you are when
it’s like that?
I don’t know.
Her hair
was not red
in those last
years. But her
personage
was more
colorful
than ever.
A palpable
thing. It
accompanies
me
everywhere.”
The
barman
stopped by in
his leisurely
way. He had
overheard.
“Oh, that’s
Caitlin.” he
said. “Aye,
that’s her indeed. She did not care much
for possessions and stuff, did she?”
“Hardly at all,” said the old man.
“Therefore she possessed
everything.” the barman replied. “Oh,
she was the free one, and no one could

own her. She owned all of us. We all
owned her. Sure, that’s the way of
things, isn’t it?”
“Aye,” mused the storyteller, “That’s
the way of things and of people. It’s a
strange way, but it’s good.” Then he told
a bit more.
“Sometimes I lie awake in the dark.
Then there will be this rustling about
overhead,
and I know
there’s a wee
mousie up
there. Not in
the thatch,
mind you.
No, he’d
never violate
Sean’s roof.
But he and
his family are
taking shelter
beneath it.
I know that
they’re warm
and dry and
alive, and
Caitlin’s
presence is
alive, and the
rain is alive,
and I’m alive
too, praise
be to God. I
know then
that I am not
alone in the
universe and
I turn over and I sleep. So, what manner
of roof have you, sir?”
The large visitor spoke a half-tone
softer than before as he looked through
the many-colored flames of the turf fire.
“Asphalt shingles” he said. “Black.”

My dear wife Caitlin
thought highly

of our roof and

sometimes thanked
it for being ever

steadfast. We all

keened for her when
she left this world.
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FEEDING MONROE
COUNTY FAMILIES
SINCE 1983

No one should go hungry in our community. That’s why we feed children, seniors, and
individuals trying to make ends meet. When crisis strikes, whether it affects our entire
community or one household, we’re here with nourishing food for anyone in need.
No questions asked.
Learn more and join our efforts:
monroecommunitykitchen.com
MARCH/APRIL 2021

COMMUNITY KITCHEN
OF MONROE COUNTY
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my
preferred
pandemic
life

photo by Peter Justinger

By Sally Harvey
“Climbing through a window at your age?
A neighbor’s window, no less? That’s
breaking and entering, Mother. I’m getting
you a lawyer. I’m coming. As soon as we
hang up. You scare me.”
That’s what my daughter Sarah said.
So here’s the story. One for the road. My
pandemic story. Harold was supposed to
tell Sarah and he said he did, but clearly she
didn’t understand.
I started with my deep yoga breathing
ﬁrst. She heard me exhale and she started
humming. Sarah’s an impatient New Yorker.
I took just one more breath, then I said, “It’s
diﬀerent in a neighborhood, Sarah. I’m getting
to know everybody, at least to wave. I know
20

who lives where. At least I’m learning. Are
you frowning? “That’s what I asked my busybody daughter. Of course I knew she was but
I asked anyway. I waited. When she doesn’t
answer I know she’s fuming and frowning.
“To start with I’ve gotten thin. I always
was sort of ﬁt but during this isolation mess
I walk every day. Actually ﬁve or six times
a day. I can’t sleep so l go out at 4 a.m. or
[editor’s note: Sally Harvey has radio-collared
kangaroos in Australia and hitch-hiked to student
homes in Zimbabwe. She now lives in Bloomington,
Indiana, where she taught in the public schools.
She writes ﬁction including short stories for adult
readers and novels for pre-teens. Her work as a
volunteer teacher of English as a New Language
will resume post pandemic.]
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whenever I wake up. I walk Shep then. He
loves that early walk and the evening one too
but he’s thirteen and tired, so I don’t walk
him all the other times. I walk alone. Actually
I decided that this damn pandemic would
be my goal setting time, for weight loss and
ﬁtness. I always ﬂunk that goal.
Now maybe I can do it. That’s what I
thought. What else do you do? I’m 63 years
old. Not dead yet. Married but not married
if you know what I mean. Your father is my
sweetie, but after 40 years, well, what do you
have to talk about every day for 6 months or
a year or more maybe?”
I could feel Sarah’s impatience inching
towards eruption. “So you break into
houses?”
“I’ll get there,” I said. “So we moved. But
you know that, Sarah. We live in this
wonderful, strange neighborhood. I didn’t
even know it was here when we lived on
the west side of town. All this space. It’s
called Hoosier Acres. It’s a strange name.
Actually it’s sort of corny. Hoosier sounds
like a question that’s waiting for an answer.
‘Who’s-your,’ but it sounds like hillbilly talk.
‘Who’s-yer.’ You have to be into sports or
farming to know that word.”
But the “acres” part is right. There’s
space. That’s why we moved here. This
neighborhood could be older than me.
Well, close anyway. Big lots. That’s the
deal. I love them. All these professors –
well, I think everyone’s like your dad, a
professor or a muckity-muck in one way
or another. Anyway the deal here is space.
And I don’t mean just big houses although
they have rules about that too. The houses
have to be big, but what they really
wanted was big yards.
“So people’s yards are a minimum of an
acre. Most are probably an acre and a half.
Some are two and a few are three acres, I
think. They didn’t want cookie-cutter sideby-side houses. Every house is diﬀerent. Of
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course everybody planted trees and now the
trees are big.”
“I’m driving directly to your new house in
your strange neighborhood tomorrow,” Sarah
said. ‘You need help.”
But I just went on. “We’re old now. Younger
people move in when houses go on the
market. Except for us. There’s a real mixture
here now, but like I said, I pretty much know
who’s who, old and young.
“But the pandemic problem?” Sarah said.
“It isn’t a problem, honey. It’s a solution. To
weight and ﬁtness for me. And my God, it
gives me something to do.”
“Breaking and entering?”
She sounded like she was squeaking. She
was stuck on that phrase. I’ve learned to just
go on.
“What do you do when you’re supposed to
stay home all the time? Well, getting thinner

Comfort food,
Creole attitude.

Comfort food,

www.the-uptown.com
Creole attitude.
102 east kirkwood ave
www.the-uptown.com
102 east kirkwood ave
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and ﬁtter was my ﬁrst goal and my second
was the house. These houses

are old-fashioned. Okay, in need of a makeover, a remodel. And I’m married to a man
who grew up helping his father. We all know
Grandpa owned a construction company.”
“We all know Daddy learned how to
hammer and measure and drill and all that
stuﬀ,
Sarah jabbered
impatiently.

“Did I ever mention
that he can lay tile and
install carpet?” I asked.
“I know all that.”
Sarah just spit out the
words. “Crawling in
windows?”

That’s all I let her get
out. She just knew that
one thing. That’s all she
could say like an old
fashioned record stuck
in one groove.

“Surely all that was enough, if you’re telling
the truth,” she added.

You’d be amazed
how many
people don’t
lock their doors.
I just walked
right in.
But if there
was a key rack,
I made a copy.
More efficient.

“So it was my idea,” I
said, to redo the inside.
To add a sun porch, a
four-season sun porch.
Harold started there. But
he teaches his classes on
line, so planning all the updating was mine.
I could do the research for the rest. I stopped
and smiled, half-expecting a gold star and a
pat on the head. “I’m a researcher.”
“I’d say a searcher,” Sarah muttered.

“You’re an interrupter,” I shot back. “So
I started with HGTV. Great shows on that
station.

But they have a problem. They ﬂit. I mean
they go fast. Wham-bam. Not enough
details. Then when they’re done you get
what amounts to a ﬂash photo of a redone
room. Well, I took notes, but it wasn’t enough
information. So I moved on to Google.
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Never think that just because I’m old I don’t
know diddly-squat about computers. I had
some ideas but what I needed was a live-in
architect. So I signed up for Amazon Prime
and ordered books. Architecture and Design
ones.”

“But that window was
open and I’m ﬁt and
thin from the walking
and I knew everyone’s
schedule by then. Just
about every house. I
knew them.”
“You spied on your
subdivision and then
you broke in?” she
screeched.

“You’re breaking
in,” I said to her.
“Interrupting is
breaking in. I’m getting
there,” I said a little
impatiently. “I walk at
least every two hours.
I have diﬀerent routes.
I noticed neighbors
every time of day. I
know which houses
have young couples
and kids and which have an empty nest. I
know where there’s a widow or a widower
and who lives alone. I wave at everyone if
they’re outside. We stay far apart with our
masks on, but we wave.”

“Windows, Mother!” She simply would not
give up or give me time.

But the more impatient she got, the more
patient I got. So I added details, tactfully.
“And I know when they go to the grocery or
when they usually go for a drive. I even know
the outdoors-bring-your-own-chair-socialdistancing schedule for three diﬀerent groups.
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Remember we’ve had months of this. Meetings
were in open garages and sometimes outdoors on
one of those huge lawns under those lovely trees.
Yup, I knew them all. They’d wave at me and
then I got invited. So I joined a group. I went once
a week until now. That’s how I learned everyone’s
schedule for sure. People gossip. You can count on
that. They ﬁlled in the gaps for me.”
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“We’re going
to a lawyer
and a neurologist,
in that order.
I think you’ve had
a mental event.”

people do
actually. I’ve
visited their
houses. I want
ideas. That’s all
I ever wanted.
But Sarah,
Edward’s is
where I got
started with the
dogs.”
“How?” I think
she spit that one
word out.
“He left her.
Nobody lives with Edward. I guess with the
pandemic the pet sitter quit or
had kids to take care of or maybe there
never was a pet sitter. Anyway the dog had
to pee. She was so happy to see me, just
wagging away and she ran to the door. Well,
her leash was there so I snapped it on and
walked her around that glorious yard. Her
name is Peggy. It’s stitched on her leash. She
loved it. And I did too.”
“So you switched your goal?” She was
suddenly a bit softer, but soft can be a
disguise for pity.
I took a deep yoga breath again. “No, I just
added on. I started my dog service. I mean I
still gathered information. I took photos and
notes on every room I liked. Those rooms are
my helpers. House after house of help. But
if there was a dog, I did what they needed.
Yard walks or a drink of water or just a quick
comb. I did it for them, for their owners, for
my own sense of purpose and maybe just
because I care about all animals. I love that
quote from Gandhi. ‘The greatness of a nation
and its moral progress can be judged by the
way its animals are treated. “So I did it for
moral reasons and for each individual dog.
I’m a moral person, Sarah.”
“You’re running on. Too much information,
Mom.”
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Deep breathing
was better than
clearing my throat
before proceeding.
“Unfortunately
I added to my list
almost every day.
So I had to ﬁgure
out how to visit
every dog who
needed me. Most
dogs want to pee
and poop along
with a little petting.
A few need a bath
but I haven’t gone that far.”
“You got in through windows? Mother, you
chose windows?” There she was with the
breaking and entering again.
“Only a few times. You’d be amazed how
many people leave their garage doors open
or don’t lock their doors. Mostly I just walked
right in. But if there was a key rack, I made a
copy. More eﬃcient.”
“And no one could see you?” She sounded
worried. Sarah shifted feelings faster than
me. It sounded like she was in trouble.
“Remember the houses are far apart,” I said.
Most have trees or bushes. Some have arbor
vitae or those invasive species. Lots have
a door on the side of the house. Anyway,
they’re private.” I tried to be reassuring.
“So what happened? You didn’t stop.”
Sarah was just not getting it.
“I was needed. Pandemic time can be hard
on dogs. The lonely ones.”
“So how were you caught?” Amazement
has a sound to it. She was amazed.
“I sang. It’s what I used to do for you. They
all like a melodic line sung softly, especially
from The Sound of Music. ‘These- are- a- fewof- my- favorite- things…’.All the dogs like
that one. I guess I was too loud.” None of
RYDER

them liked Rap. I tried it.”

“I’m confused.” She got that one right.
She was deﬁnitely confused and wrong.

“I sang to the dogs. I was heard. The
empty-nester next to Edward heard me.”

“And now you’re being sued?” She was
speaking calmly as if she were the one
telling the story.
“Where did you hear that?” My anger
arrived, but I wanted to usher it out, so I
went back to deep breathing.
“That you should be sued?” Sarah
snapped. “It’s what I think, Mom. You
should be sued or in jail.”

Anger left and laughter arrived. “Let
me translate. I’m a shoe-in, Sarah. Not
sued. Shoe-in. I’ve got a job.“
“A job?” she screamed.

“Yup. I’m breaking and entering my
own life. My preferred pandemic life.”

I stopped and smiled to myself. Proudly
I said,“ I’m the oﬃcial pet care sitter
for the families I’ve been serving. The
neighborhood had a socially distance
meeting last week just for me. Most
everyone came even if they didn’t have a
dog. They applauded me and they hired
me. I get $10 a day from each dog owner
and I’m the subdivision scout.
“I’m to call the police for any suspicious
behavior – like mine – that’s what you do
when you’re old. Actually it’s a miracle.
I’m old and somebody still needs me.
Dad and I are ﬁne. Very busy though.
Wonderfully busy.

“Dad’s knocking out a wall today and
I’m helping so I’ve gotta run. Then I’ve
got Stella. She’s a Labrador Retriever who
expects a song and a pee. Shep likes to
come when Stella gets walked. Call me
tomorrow early. Fill me in on your news.
Are you busy? How do you ﬁll your
pandemic time?”
MARCH/APRIL 2021
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By Mason Cassady

Experiencing
in Indiana
28
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Hi friends, I’m certainly glad you could
join me today. I’d like to paint you a little
picture with words: It’s winter in landlocked
Indiana, a landscape that lacks dramatic
features. The sky is filled with more shades
of grey than E.L. James could surmise in
a novel and the ground is covered with
an ever so fleeting carpet of titanium white
snow. No chance of sunshine in the forecast
which means no cadmium yellows. A plethora
of unhappy clouds, though, and even the
trees, sans sap green foliage seem unhappy,
too. The temperature is
low as the speed limit in
a residential area, which
is not a happy accident —
like I said, it’s winter in the
Midwest, the time of year
that throws 1 out of 3 people
in the Northern Hemisphere
(myself included) into throes
of the winter phthalo blues.
But then, suddenly and
without reason, the almighty
Internet made me aware that
Bob Ross filmed the Joy of
Painting series on Hoosier
soil and that a museum
dedicated to such recently
opened in Muncie. With this
news, things were starting
to look up. I gazed out my
window and as if Bob was
looking down from heavens
above — or up from hell
below, depending on your
stance about Ross and his
painting — with a brush
in hand, began to paint my
phthalo blues away. One
stroke and a whisper about
“happy little clouds,” and
the sun poked out to cast
down a warm blanket of
yellow. Another stroke there,
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and trees turned into tree friends and little
squirrels came out to play. Now it was a
fantastic little winter scene — “just a simple
little scene,” as Bob would say — that I
began to really, really enjoy.
Slightly confused, I rubbed my eyes, and
peered into my empty mug, crusted Van
Dyke brown from coffee residue, to see if a
tab of LSD somehow landed in my morning
brew and I was really just tripping. Yet there
was no tab, and maybe Bob Ross didn’t
actually paint my day around but I had
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decided faster than you can say “We don’t
make mistakes, just happy little accidents,”
that I must make a pilgrimage to Muncie and
experience the Bob Ross exhibit for myself.
I couldn’t think
of a better way
to kick off the
new year than
a journey to
Muncie —
something of
a Midwestern
and pop culture
hajj — to pay
homage to the
great guru Baba
Bob Ross (the
painting version
of Ram Dass)
and the holy
studio where
he recorded
his classic PBS
series.

American small city and think that being
among average people in an average town
would make his ethos that “anyone can
paint” come true? Perhaps he saw regular

The studio where “The Joy of
Painting” was filmed

Bob Ross filmed the “Joy of
Painting” series on Hoosier soil.
A museum dedicated to Ross
recently opened in Muncie.

Meandering in Muncie

On the road to Muncie, I wondered how
a Florida man who spent 20 years stationed
in Alaska in the military ended up filming
most of his show in East Central Indiana.
Did Ross observe the results from the famous
Middletown study, in which sociologists
examined white residents of Muncie between
1890 to 1925 to measure change in an average
30

folks of Muncie — far
from artsy hedonists and
heterodox hippies of either
coasts — as fertile soil to grow a show
dedicated to the belief that, as he said in his
very first episode, “I think there’s an artist
hid in the bottom of every single one of
us,” and we just need to do a “bravery test”
through painting to discover it.
I arrived at the Minnetrista complex in
Muncie, home of the Bob Ross Museum
and then motioned a few ceremonial brush
strokes to the sky as a way to honor the
venerable Ross. Minnetrista is a 40-acre
RYDER

area with a collection of
historic homes, museums,
and gardens along the White
River. (The word Minnetrista
is the combination of the
Sioux word for water, mna,
with the English word
“tryst” as to indicate a
gathering place by the water,
if chastely). The land was
purchased in 1893 by the
five Ball brothers, when they
moved the Ball Brothers
Glass Company from Buffalo,
NY to Muncie due to the
abundance of natural gas in
the area, a prize commodity
for manufacturing glass jars.
I walked to the Center
Zone building for a map to
bring orientation to my Bob
Ross-induced state of ecstasy.
The Center Zone is filled with
exhibits and galleries that
rotate throughout the year; I
was particularly drawn to the
Mission Aerospace Exhibit,
where kids (including
recalcitrant adults nearing
their 30s like me) can build
paper rockets and airplanes,
and then test the air dexterity
on launch pads. (My rocket
was a dud, which made me
realize the great distance
between me and Elon Musk
in terms of ability.) From
there, I ventured into the
Heritage Collection, which
displayed the history of
the Ball Company through
Ball jars, products, artwork,
historic textiles, newspapers,
photographs, and more.
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Outside the Center Zone but
not open for service on my visit
is the Orchard Shop, where
artisanal products such as
their “famous” fresh pressed
apple cider can be consumed in
abundance.
From the Center Zone, I
ambled along Minnetrista
Boulevard in the direction of
the Oakhurst Zone. There was
a quant view of the White River
which gave ample opportunity
to let my frontal lobe ponder
how Bob Ross became the global
sensation as we know him
today.

From Florida Boy to
Alaskan Military Sergeant
to Happy Painter

Robert Norman Ross was born in Florida
on October 29, 1942 — as fate would have
it, the same day Alaska, Ross’s future home,
completed the Alcan Highway which
connects the Last Frontier to the lower
48). Bob’s father was a carpenter while his
mother worked as a clerk and waitress. Bob
dropped out of school by the ninth grade to
begin working with his father. During his
short stint in carpentry, Bob lost a portion of
his index finger, and if there is a silver lining
to that unhappy cloud, it was on his nonpaintbrush holding hand.
By 1961, Ross enlisted in the Air Force
and was soon transferred from Florida
to Alaska, to begin work as a medical
technician on the Eielson Air Force Base near
Fairbanks. Ross eventually obtained the rank
of master sergeant, earning the nickname
“Bust ‘em up Bobby” along the way. In an
32

Ross instructs a student

interview discussing his military career, Ross
described himself in that era as shockingly
unrecognizable from his future incarnation,
back then being “the guy who makes you
scrub the latrine, the guy who makes you
make your bed, the guy who screams at you
for being late to work.”
Outside of his military work, Bob held a
part-time job as a bartender. On the tavern
television, he saw a show called The Magic of
Oil Painting, hosted by a German-born man
named Bill Alexander. The show sparked an
interest in Ross to try painting, perhaps as
art therapy to relieve him from constantly
yelling at military men lower-in-rank. He
attended his first painting class while in
Alaska at the Anchorage USO club and was
hooked. As another side hustle, Ross began
to sell paintings to tourists.
When Ross retired from the military, he
decided to pursue painting more seriously.
He temporarily left his then-wife Jane and
young son Steve behind in Alaska to study
painting in the lower 48 with Alexander, who
taught Ross the technique known as wet-onwet, or alla prima, a style originating in 15th
century Europe.
RYDER

Ross relocated to Florida,
and began teaching painting.
A woman named Annette
Kowalski took one of his
classes and was mesmerized
by Bob’s charming
personality, so much so that
Annette, and her husband
Walt, convinced Bob to join
them in a business endeavor,
what would eventually
turn into Bob Ross Inc. a
business that continues
to thrive today. Soon into
the partnership, Kowalski
booked Ross on a tour across
the U.S. to teach painting.
The Muncie workshop had
a massive turnout which
prompted Kowalski to
negotiate a contract with
WIPB — the Muncie PBS
affiliate — to film the Joy of
Painting. For the next decade,
Ross stopped in Muncie for
a few weeks at a time to film
the series.

The Bob Ross
Experience

Cut back to Muncie,
where I was now in the
Oakhurst Zone, a collection
of homes where members
of the Ball family lived. The
first building is the Oakhurst
Experience, which was home
to George and Frances Ball.
The bottom floor contains
an impressive library along
with a kitchen displaying
their love of canning. The
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Bob’s modest studio

an original Ross painting.
Nearby, there’s a clear
palette labeled, “Original
Bob Ross Artifact,” within
a protected case. On one of
the cameras, visitors can
view footage from the Joy
of Painting in which Ross
says, “Be brave,” as he
strikes a tree down onto
the landscape, followed by
a second tree, “Gotta give
him a friend… Everyone
needs a friend,” Bob would

upstairs area is filled with
There I was, standing in the
a collection of original Bob
exact location of a show that
Ross paintings.
Next door is the historic
became a cultural phenomenon
Lucius L. Ball residence:
across the planet.
once home to an American
industrialist, then the
WIPB studio where the
meme-ingly say.
The Joy of Painting was filmed, and now the
(Speaking of trees, an especially nerdy
pearly gates to the Bob Ross Experience. As
person once produced a statistical analysis of
I approached the door, I did some more air
Ross’ paintings and reported that 93 percent
brush strokes, and said, in trinitarian form:
of the time he would paint a second tree after
“In the name of the Father, and of the Son,
painting one tree.)
and of the Holy Spirit. Bob Ross.” Then I
So there I was, standing in the exact
proceeded forward with excitement akin to
location of the guy who produced a show
Harry Potter as he boarded Platform Nine
that became a cultural phenomenon across
and Three-Quarters to get to Hogwarts
the planet. The place where a guy planted
School of Witchcraft and Wizardry.
one meager seed in Hoosier cornfields
I was first struck by the size of the space,
that would grow to reach viewers from
a bijou old home which Bob reportedly
cow towns of Texas to camel towns near
loved for its quirks. The filming room has
Timbuktu. The Bob Ross craze has even
been recreated to appear as it did when Bob
reached the category of common Halloween
was there: paint splattered on the floor, a
costume, putting him in the likes of Toy
handful of brushes nearby, half-empty tubes
Story characters like Buzz Lightyear, and in a
of Prussian Blue and Alizarin Crimson, and
similar fashion, Bob’s joy to paint blasted off
two large cameras facing his original easel
“To Infinity and Beyond!”
(until Season 27, Ross used a converted
stepladder as an easel) that is crowned with
34
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Bob Ross
Without Borders

It’s hard to pin a title to
a white guy with a ‘fro who
paints. He’s more like the
ingredients in a very sweet
dessert: At the base is one
layer of a person with an
aura that exudes goodness.
Next, a layer of an obsessive
painter who got the weton-wet technique down to
a science through serious
repetition. Then there’s the
layer of Ross’ famously Zen
quality that brought calm
and clarity to viewers the
world over. A pinch of humor
(“That’s a crooked tree, we’ll
send him to Washington,” he
once fleetingly quipped), a
hefty dose of “you can do it”
attitude, and lots of smiles
sprinkled in, all topped with
a frosty perm (which he grew
to dislike, but felt his image
and brand depended on it,
and rightly so: sadly, his costar coiffure never got the
Emmy it so richly deserved).
Whatever and wherever
he is (the talents and the ‘fro
transcend physical passing),
his continuous popularity
is undeniable, and thanks
to the Internet, there’s
been something of a Bob
Rossaissance in recent years.
The Joy of Painting aired from
1983-94 on PBS, creating
a whopping catalogue of
403 episodes over an eyeMARCH/APRIL 2021
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popping 31 seasons. (The Simpsons, with 32
seasons, only just passed Ross.) Nowadays,
his show can be viewed on the Bob Ross
YouTube channel, which has more than 4
million subscribers and 400 million total
views and counting. Twitch, the Amazonowned video game streaming website,
bought rights to stream The Joy of Painting,
and then hosted a 200-hour marathon that
reeled in 5.6 million viewers from around the
world.
As other parts of the world got wind of
Ross, the show took flight to places such
as Mexico, Germany, Turkey, Costa Rica
and more. Japan has become particularly
obsessed with Ross, and these days, there’s
even a “Japanese Bob Ross” — a smiling
elderly man with grey hair and mustache
who wears sweaters and gives watercolor
tutorials on YouTube. The Holland Royal
Bulb Growers Association has actually
memorialized the Michelangelo of Muncie
with a flower, the Bob Ross Amaryllis.
And during the Covid-19 pandemic, BBC
programmers, perhaps realizing there
is no better tonic for the soul in times of
uncertainty than television that both soothes
and inspires, began to rerun the Joy of Painting in the
UK.

to produce a “happily warm and tingling
sensation that starts on the scalp and moves
down the neck and spine.” As of 2018, over
13 million ASMR videos were published to
YouTube, and the variety is endless: watch
Cardi B eat mango while clicking turquoise
nail extensions together. Listen to a woman
touch a calculator, write in a journal and
shuffle through pages in a notebook. Or,
be amongst 4 million other viewers while
someone under the moniker “Nomadic
Ambience” provides ASMR audio-visuals
from under their umbrella while walking in
nature on a rainy day.
Since Ross appeared on the scene before
ASMR was a thing, Vice News gifted him
the title “Godfather of ASMR” due to his
ability to produce the “brain tingles,” a
sensation that can occur from his soft voice
atop the sounds of paint mixing and brush
stroking. In fact, Ross reported that he would
frequently receive letters from viewers that
they would fall asleep to his soothing voice,
and even his business partner Annette
Kowalski once said, “The majority of people
who watch Bob Ross have no interest in
painting, mostly it’s his calming voice.” Bob

Bob’s brushes

The Godfather
of ASMR

A growing number of
Internet users are seeking
ASMR (Autonomous
Sensory Meridian
Response), which is
triggered through certain
auditory or visual stimuli.
According to Psychology
Today, ASMR is known
36
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Ross Inc.’s media director says Ross did not
take offense that it was his voice as Ambien
predecessor, not the painting, that was the
primary focus for viewers. “People would
come up to him and say, ‘I don’t want to
hurt your feelings, but you’ve been putting
me to sleep for 10 years.’ He’d love it,” Joan
Kowalski, daughter of Annette, recounts.
How did Ross maintain that velvety voice
cherished by so many? One such trick: he
used Vicks VapoRub to clear his sinuses
before each show.

Reminding us all, in subtle ways, that “We
don’t make mistakes, just happy accidents.”
He was unabashed in providing messaging
like, “It’s so important to do something every
day that will make you happy,” alongside an
easy-going ethos of “No pressure. Just relax
and watch it happen.”
As I proceeded to leave the museum
in Muncie, Bob’s voice popped into my
head, and said “I’d like to wish you happy
painting. I hope you have a super day. Take
care and God bless ya, my friend.”

Persona over
Painting

It’s estimated that Bob
Ross completed thirty
thousand paintings in his
artistic-somnambulant
career before he died
from lymphoma in 1995
at the far too young age
of 52. Although he is
no longer with us, his
magnetic charm continues
to shine through screens
captivating viewers
across cultures and
generations. In the camp
of Mr. Rogers and other
PBS personalities, Bob
had the ability to give
viewers the feeling that
he was actually in your
living room proselytizing
about little clouds, tree
friends and happy places
where squirrels play. He
provided viewers with a
sense of calm, clarity and
humor as remedies amidst
the harder elements of life.
MARCH/APRIL 2021
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Left: Production photo, climax of The Leaf People.
Tribe’s new Leader screams in ‘Leaﬁsh,’
Reardon’s invented language:
“Hiwahtoh, ree Deesht!
Moh she Keet na
Hyairsu!”
(“Leaf People, my Blood!
I am the Sound of the Invisible!”)

STALKING

HERZOG
AT IU

WERNER:

P

ardon my Preamble, but you’re going
to need a little context here. Back in
September 2012 Jon Vickers and the
IU Cinema brought Werner Herzog
to Bloomington for a week. I unashamedly
glommed on to him in some small-group
settings to which I was privy by virtue
of being the IU professor who taught
screenwriting and playwriting.

I subsequently shaped the encounters into what
follows—a gloriﬁed Journal entry I never thought
about publishing until now. Because I was writing
to myself for myself, the piece can seem a bit insular.
But I’ve decided it’s worth sharing because Herzog’s
just so eﬀortlessly interesting. At no point did he
have the slightest reason for thinking that he was
“on,” so he was thoroughly spontaneous.
So what’s Herzog to me? A pretty direct
inﬂuence, actually. I saw “Aguirre: The Wrath
of God” when it ﬁrst came out. It obliterated
me—the Amazonian setting, the unmediated
craziness of Klaus Kinski, and the sheer balls it
took to make the thing. So eventually I took a
shot at the subject myself. In 1975 I invented an
entire Amazonian tribe, gave them a language
of my own concoction, and called it The Leaf
40

By Dennis J. Reardon

People. To my astonishment (shared by befuddled
and outraged critics) a producer named Joe Papp
put it up on Broadway. One of the tuxedoed
journalists opined that it probably played a lot
better if you were stoned. I will vouch for that.

My other deep point of contact with Mr. Herzog
is our shared fascination with an odd duck of a
play called Woyzeck. In 1837 a young German
genius named Georg Buchner died of typhus at
the age of 23. He left behind an unassembled
collection of short scenes—what Herzog
laughingly called “those scraps of 29 papers they
found in his desk drawer.” Woyzeck had to wait
until 1913 before the public laid eyes on it. But
many playwrights—I’m one of them—regard it as
transformative. And when Kinski assayed the role
in Herzog’s 1979 ﬁlm…well, let’s cut to the chase.
RYDER
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Lessons of Darkness is proof that if he doesn’t
instinctively run towards danger, he certainly
doesn’t run away from it. Endless examples
of that in his ﬁlmography. And studying him
as he summons up these memories, I feel I’m
Sept. 12: I’m in the Federal Room of the IU
indeed talking to an adrenaline junkie. One
Union at the reception following Herzog’s
who just turned 70. (Hats oﬀ, Werner—two
ﬁrst public lecture. As is often the case at
thumbs up.)
these things, everyone is too intimidated by
Herzog’s an aristocratic German intellectual
the guest of honor to speak with him. He’s
but he carries himself like an athlete. At an
oﬀ in a corner and it’s just me and some guy
Emeriti House event I heard him say, “When
with bushy white hair and beard. Maybe a
I was young, I could leap [i.e., high jump] my
poet? He’s on about Leonard Cohen songs
own height. Most of the best directors are
Herzog used in Fata Morgana. Did Herzog
athletic types. They direct from their thighs
know Leonard Cohen? (No.) Why did he
and their hips.” And sometimes from their
use his songs? (I liked them.) Something
ﬁsts, if one is to believe the legendary tales
compels me to butt in and ask the guy “Are
of his mano-a-mano confrontations with the
you a poet?” He ignores me, so I have to ask terminally-crazed Klaus Kinski.
again. He turns on me and yells “No! I’m
There is a side of Herzog—call it the
a Leonard Cohen fan!” My, such asperity.
guerilla
ﬁlmmaker, or maybe just the
Totally merited, of course. This is why I’m
producer in him—that takes unabashed
not often allowed out in public. Herzog is
delight in perpetrating something shady.
openly amused. The Fan moves oﬀ.
He is gloriously oblivious to the fact that
I’m no good at small talk, and I don’t
his machinations are, in fact, not necessarily
know how long this Audience will last,
laudable. In the course of his brief remarks to
so immediately I ask Herzog about the
the Leonard Cohen fan, he suddenly revealed
infernally beautiful helicopter shots of
that he’d stolen the songs from Cohen, that
the ﬂaming Kuwaiti oil ﬁelds in Lessons of
he paid zero fees for their use by forging
Darkness. He becomes quite engaged as
signatures on the contracts. What amused
he recalls those hellish takes. The chopper
me was not that he had done so but rather his
ride was especially hairy because the
ongoing glee over four decades later that he’d
seemingly solid cloud of black oily smoke
gotten away with it.
required that they ﬂy under it, perilously
Perhaps a more stunning example of this
close to those inverted waterfalls of ﬁre
leaping up at them. There was a legitimate guilt-free larcenous zone in his psyche
came in his remarks to a roomful of some
apprehension that the copter would
thirty Professors Emeriti while discussing
explode from the heat, or maybe just melt.
Down on the ground the danger was not so Grizzly Man. With absolute shamelessness
much from the ﬂames as from undiscovered he described getting the Timothy Treadwell
footage from some colleague, recognizing
Iraqi land mines. From the chopper you
that it was made to order for him, and then
could see the pattern Saddam’s generals
simply usurping it. “He never got it back.”
employed in burying them: a carefully
I asked if he thought Treadwell was insane.
planted rectangular perimeter with
“No, he was misguided.” He succumbed
diagonals from corner to corner.
Herzog is known to get irked when accused “to the worst kind of New Age pap”
and to the Disneyﬁcation of Nature. He
of being an extreme adventure tourist. But
MARCH/APRIL 2021
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There is a side of Herzog
—call it the guerilla filmmaker
—that takes unabashed delight in
perpetrating something shady.

enumerated some of the virtues he detected
in Treadwell—his gentleness, for instance,
and even his competence as a videographer.
He spoke of him with great sympathy. But
in passing he recalled a moment when
Treadwell approached one of “his” grizzlies
and put his hand on the bear’s muzzle.
Which begs the question—doesn’t it?—how
is such a man not insane?
Herzog admitted that he too had
approached a snoozing grizzly as the
camera rolled. He described the beast’s
ears rotating toward him, then the massive
head lifting and turning to take him in as he
ventured within ﬁfty yards of it. In the ﬁlm
he describes the eyes as devoid of anything
like intelligence, just brute ignorance as
indiﬀerent as the universe. Then he rebuked
himself, calling his courting of this danger as
“foolish,” adding ruefully “We never even
used the footage.”
And I ask myself, How diﬀerent is Herzog
from poor crazy-innocent Timothy? And is
an adrenalin rush that hard to kick?
If only we’d been in private I’d have
unleashed a couple other queries: Why
were you compelled to put on earphones
and listen to the tape of Treadwell’s death
agonies? You turn to the poor woman who
provided it and say ﬂatly, “You must never
listen to this tape.” So what did you learn
from it, Werner? Anything a less inquisitive
mind could not have vividly imagined and,
exercising simple decency, abstained from
voyeuristically experiencing?
But even I’m not gauche enough to
embarrass Herzog in public. As it is, by
raising the theme of madness, I got him
speculating about whether insanity could be
present in animals. He recalled the baﬄed
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penguin in his Antarctica documentary that
insisted on wandering oﬀ in the opposite
direction from the rest of the colony,
waddling with great lonely determination
into the desolate heart of a continent bigger
than North America. Smiling: “Maybe he
was just sick of the colony.”
I call out “What about the Dancing Chicken
at the end of—[Stroszek].” He interrupts me:
“That chicken was trained.” I knew that,
of course, just as he himself knew that the
visual eﬀect of the “trained” chicken conveys
a crazed absurdity that compliments the
suicide of his protagonist Bruno S. which
follows immediately.
[I take a break after writing the above. I
turn on the television and ﬁnd myself in the
middle of a British ﬁlm called 24 Hour Party
People. Within
minutes the
actor playing
Joy Division’s
Ian Curtis hangs
himself. In the
foreground we see
his legs dangling
in the upper half
of the screen. In
the background
we see a TV. It
is showing the
crazy trained
chicken scene
from Stroszek.
The astronomical
improbability
of this dark
synchronicity
“The Leaf People window
stupeﬁes me.
card. One of two such
‘blinders’ posted in front of
Surely the
Broadway’s Booth Theatre.”
Universe is
RYDER

sending me a message. But
what is it? Where is the cosmic
voice- over from Werner Herzog
when you need one?]
It’s impossible to watch the
mysterious derangement of
Bruno S. in Stroszek without
thinking of the madness of
Kinski’s Woyzeck. Even the costarring actress is the same—
Eva Mattes. The mentally
askew seers tortured in both
instances by their woman’s
inﬁdelity—heartrending. At
one point in an earlier talk
Herzog mentioned some of the
A-list actors he’s worked with.
(He needed some audience
prompting to recall one of
their names.) “But no one
moves me as much as Bruno
S.,” he says now to the emeriti
professors. “Bruno has my
heart.”
Previously at the Federal
Room reception I drew him out
about Buchner’s Woyzeck, that
seminal inﬂuence on my own
work. “Woyzeck?” he asked with
a wry smile. “You mean those
scraps of 29 papers they found
in his desk drawer?” It was, for
lack of a better word, dismissive.
But that may have been the
whim of a moment because by
all accounts he was as obsessed
with it as Kinski, and it drove
Kinski to the madhouse.
I asked him what his guiding
principle was in assembling
his cinematic structure for
that notoriously open-ended
conundrum. “Linearity. If you
are not linear, you will lose
your audience.” About 700
exceptions to that rushed to my
MARCH/APRIL 2021

mind, including every ﬁlm that ever employed a ﬂashback,
but I had no interest in annoying him. Yet I could not
refrain from pointing out that there are many “ﬂoating”
scenes, such as the Doctor’s, that could be inserted in
multiple locations within Woyzeck, and he acknowledged
this was so.
I tried to convey to him a Woyzeck exercise I used to
give my students. Before assigning the text itself, I would
present them with a scrambled scenario along with one key
line per scene. The task: assemble the play. I observed that
it was amazing how many formulations “worked,” or at
least had some virtues. To this Herzog said nothing. He
merely stared at me as if he were recalibrating who I was
and how he should speak to me.
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“One held a gun here,” I approach the subject
indicating his head, obliquely by getting him
“another here,”
to talk about a speciﬁc
pointing to his heart, moment in a speciﬁc ﬁlm,
conclusion of Lessons
“and another here,” the
pointing to his genitals. of Darkness.

Apropos of that
moment, a similar
one. At one point I
mentioned in passing
that I’d had a play on
Broadway that, like
Aguirre, was set in
the Amazon. His response: silence. Could it
have been a “wary” or a “guarded” silence?
Was it the look of a jaded man expecting and
discouraging a forthcoming pitch? Or merely
the gaze of a man who has no reason or
impulse to divert a “conversation” away from
himself and on to another? All of the above?
My ﬁrst generation German-American
playwright friend Rita reminds me that
“Herzog” translates to “the Duke that lords
it over us all,” adding “I’ve always found
German intellectuals, especially men, very
self-centered, incapable of really listening.”
This from a woman who has translated and
reconstructed and produced her own version
of Woyzeck.
The truth is, looking back on it, I think
my presence occasionally rather unsettled
Herzog. For one thing, it never occurred to
me to fawn, god forbid. I was never in the
least intimidated by him. I spoke to him
easily as a fellow artist, a status he had no
reason to confer upon me other than from
my brief allusion to The Leaf People. But he
could not have been deaf to my unadorned
admiration for his work, nor to a certain
technical expertise in the precision of my
questions. Happily, his brief moments of
speculative detachment had disappeared by
the time I took my leave of him.
One aspect of his self-proclaimed “search
for Ecstatic Truth” interested me greatly: the
rhythmic incursions of ﬁctional elements
within his nominally documentarian
approach to ﬁlm. If they’re not purely
documentaries and certainly not entirely
ﬁctional, then what are they? Corrupt
documentaries?
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This intense seminar
was conducted under the most absurd
circumstances: moving through a buﬀet line
towards a sit-down dinner being hosted by
academic personages humiliatingly above my
paygrade. I was decidedly uninvited. So on
one side of a sneeze guard, Herzog is busily
spearing slices of baked ham. On my side of
the other sneeze guard, the salad and ﬁxings
side, I’m moving along in parallel. I must
achieve Enlightenment before my betters call
Security.
I tell him how thunderstruck I was by the
astounding reversal at the end of Lessons.
After an awe-inspiring and meticulous
documentation of fearsome-looking Texas
roughnecks heroically capping an ungodly
inferno, Herzog shows one of them insanely
hurling a ﬂaming torch at the geyser they’d
just snuﬀed, thereby reigniting it! He
accompanies this quintessentially paradoxical
action with one of his trademark voice overs,
the kind that seems to be coming from inside
your own skull:
“What are they up to? Are they going to
rekindle the blaze? Has life without ﬁre become
unbearable for them? Others seized by madness
follow suit. Now they are content. Now there is
something to extinguish again.”
Herzog looks up at me over his sneeze
guard and laughs wickedly. “That was
completely staged!” Despite myself, I feel
betrayed, sucker-punched by this ﬁction
masking itself as an unmediated moment.
My naivete nakedly exposed! Herzog,
meanwhile, misses nothing. Almost
apologetically, he elaborates. The scripted
action coincided with a pragmatic need
to burn oﬀ the now-controlled gases still
RYDER

spewing from the well. “You
remember there was a vast lake
of oil sitting next to the well. If
that ever caught ﬁre, the men
would have been in a lot of
trouble.” Incinerated, in fact.
But the mischievous glee he
couldn’t hide over the staged
deception spoke volumes. The
“ecstatic truth” he created—that
men do inexplicable things—
was more important than
explicable veracities. And that,
in a nutshell, is the madness
to his Method. Enlightenment
attained, I clear out before I’m
escorted out.
The Emeriti House
presentation was Herzog at his
most relaxed. The audience
was his age and older, and he
addressed them graciously and
respectfully. He mentioned that
his obsession with landscapes
in his ﬁlms owed something to
his father and his grandfather,
both archaeologists. The
grandfather, in fact, had worked
on the excavation of Troy in
Turkey. His father spent a
lifetime exploring the island of
Kos; Herzog contended the man
could “read” the landscape and
arrive at a sound hypothesis
for the most fruitful area for
excavation.
At one point he went oﬀ
into what struck me as an
odd tangent. He began
testifying to his transplanted
“Americanism.” He lives in Los
Angeles; his wife is American;
his best friend is an American
professor who teaches at Boston
University. Soon it became clear
that he was insulating himself
MARCH/APRIL 2021

against a negative reaction to this point: That someday,
maybe twenty years from now, Americans would be able
to read and rationally contemplate the speeches of…
Osama bin Laden. That there was much therein that was
worthy of our consideration. This was met by a stunned—
appalled?—silence from the assembled professors.
Perhaps the tip of the turban to bin Laden was his way of
launching into a harrowing tale of another scary terrorist,
“Emperor” Bokassa of the Central African Republic. In
Fata Morgana, after traipsing through the Sahara where
he satisﬁes his whimsical objective of ﬁlming a mirage,
he ventures southward into Bokassa’s jungles. He is in
short order seized by the Emperor’s soldiers and accused
of being aﬃliated with a contingent of white mercenaries
stirring up insurrections against their Boss.
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In previous
of emulsion in a
allusions to
celluloid strip.
this episode
But he concedes,
Herzog has been
perhaps a bit
uncharacteristically
wistfully, that
reluctant to go
digital advances
into detail. And
are closing the
now in front of the
gap, that the two
professors I detect
processes are
subtle alterations
now closer than
in his timbre, even
ever.
in his posture, as
We adjourn
he wills himself to
to yet another
elaborate upon it,
reception in
however slightly.
an adjoining
He describes being
room. It quickly
bound to a chair
“Norkin’s NY Post drawing of scenes from The Leaf
becomes apparent
People. Note actors in background working with
and interrogated
that none of these
3-tiered elastic ‘vines.’”
by three furious
retired professors
soldiers. “One held a gun here,” indicating
have the expertise to feel comfortable
his head, “another here,” pointing to his
chatting with Herzog. One old man mumbles
heart, “and another here,” pointing to his
apologetically that he’s a biochemist and
genitals.
shuﬄes oﬀ. I confess that this is precisely
Perhaps Herzog was merely making
what I’d anticipated—a rare unfettered
an observation about the wickedness of
opportunity to talk with him without having,
tyrants—he made a passing reference to
say, Leonard Cohen fans jostling me.
Hitler—but I sensed that it was a Coriolanus
I remind him that this is the third time in
moment: The General shows his battle
four days we’ve spoken, and I hope he isn’t
scars to the populace. In all his wanderings worried that I’m stalking him. Au contraire,
could there have been a more terrifying and professeur. He seems to have no recollection of
humiliating moment? Imagine the gut-deep me at all. I remind him that I’m the writer who
horror of a man used to being in complete
mentioned having had a play on Broadway
control suddenly ﬁnding himself stripped of which I set in the Amazon. This, too, seems to
all power, left to the unfathomable whims of be news to him. But he’s pleasant about it, and
merciless killers. This does not ever become I am unfazed by the revelation that he’s made
a cocktail party anecdote. Shame attaches to a bigger impression on me than I have on him.
it. Scars it.
Being a playwright induces humility.
His extemporaneous presentation ends,
I have come prepared for this ﬁnal encounter.
followed by the briefest Q & A. My wife
Having reminded him of The Leaf People, I ask him
Mary asks him about the “Film is Dead”
if he’d like to see a photograph of that play. He
mantra then being bandied about by the
quite happily follows me oﬀ to a more private
digital videographers. He reaﬃrms his
corner of the room where Mary is guarding
preference for ﬁlm—his fondness for its
my “visual aids.” First
richness which
I produce a boxed set of
he attributes to
seven of his ﬁlms and
the eight layers
hand him a Sharpie. He’s
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Where is the cosmic voice
-over from Werner Herzog
when you need one?
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used to this and graciously signs
his name above the boldly-printed
“Werner Herzog” on the box.
I tell him I’m going to show
him my own version of “Ecstatic
Truth.” I produce a framed
photo of the climactic moment
in The Leaf People, The Sound’s
Investiture, the moment when,
having conquered the previous
Chieftain of the Tribe, The
Sound revels exultantly in his
assumption of complete and
total control of The Leaf People.
Herzog takes out his glasses and
studies it with great interest. I
mention that I had to create my
own language for the Tribe. “Of
course,” he murmurs.
While he holds the performance
photo, I show him a framed copy
of Norkin’s wonderful drawing
of precisely the same moment—
The Sound’s Investiture, a
portrait of absolute triumph.
Around the central ﬁgure are
line portraits of all the other key
characters in the play. “Those
are other scenes surrounding the
warrior.” “I see that,” he mutters
thoughtfully, still carefully
examining the photograph.
“You see?” I ask intently. “We
aspire to the same thing.”
Herzog bursts out laughing,
the ﬁrst time I’ve heard him
do that all week. There’s no
malice in it. Only delight. He
grasps the whole point of my
little Show and Tell: I deeply
understand his artistic mission.
Indeed, I share it.
Mary pulls out our little
Nikon—real ﬁlm, Herzog—
and he glances around before
MARCH/APRIL 2021

(authoritatively!) directing me to a suitable background of
white venetian blinds. Mary snaps one. He asks her to do
another, and she obliges. We shake hands quite genially
and he hurries oﬀ to prepare himself for his next speech, a
disquisition on his use of music to be delivered in front of
1,600 people in the IU Auditorium.
Not once during the week did he ask me a question. Not
even my name. I don’t care. I came to know him, and
I like him. He left me with my own little fata morgana, a
shimmering mirage born of vanity and sprinkled with
crystals of sparkling grandiosity: Perhaps in an odd
moment Werner Herzog will remember the inquisitive little
man who understood his search for ecstatic truth.
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the Radio
Revolution
will not be
televised.
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Writer-director Kevin Wilmott
(third from left) with the cast of 24

Turns
Out I
Had to
Stay
and
Fight

Kevin Willmott’s
The 24th

By Tom
Prasch
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Preliminary note: Readers
should be forewarned that
this story contains spoilers,
but then so does knowing
the history of the Houston
Riot of 1917. Spoilers, in any
case, follow; if you’re worried
about that sort of thing, see
the movie first, streaming on
multiple platforms.
RYDER
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If someone doesn’t testify for the
prosecution,” warns Colonel Norton,
“they are going to execute every last
man.” Norton (Thomas Hayden Church) is
speaking to Corporal Boston (Trai Byers) on
the eve of the trial of the men indicted for
their involvement in the Houston riots of
1917. “You want me to name names?” Boston
asks. Norton notes that “the weapon they
found you with had not been discharged,”
suggesting Boston played no active role in
the violence, and then pleads: “William,
help me save your life.” In a sense, Norton
plays the same role he has throughout Kevin
Willmott’s film, The 24th: the sympathetic
if paternalistic white man who seeks to
elevate Boston, often above the other Blacks
of the 24th—recommending him for officer
training, giving him a leadership role in the
unit’s patrols in Houston, taking him aside
for talks—but now the stakes are higher.
But now, Boston will have nothing to do
with it. First, he rejects Norton’s insistent
privileging of his own status: “NO. The
actions I took with the men came from the
same self you find worthy of saving. If I am
worth it, then so is every man who marched
on Houston. I am them and they are me.”
Norton counters, in lines that echo his earlier
position: “You can make a difference. You
can go to officer training, become an officer.
You can affect the lives of thousands of
colored soldiers.” Boston, however, stands
firm. “I didn’t fire my gun, but I wanted to
kill them, just as much as the others did.
Every time they spite and pissed and beat
me down, I could feel it. I could feel it. Hate.
But when I aimed the gun—oh, God help
me, God help me—I saw a man. I saw a man.
And you know the thing? He didn’t see one
back. I won’t stay unheard forever. You keep
pushing people down, sooner or later they
rise up. And they won’t see a man. They’ll
see murder. If death is the price for a night of
justice, I’m ready to pay it. My answer is no.
MARCH/APRIL 2021

No. No.” The answer seals his fate.
Am I revealing too much here? Not really.
The 24th opens in medias res—indeed, in
pretty-far-after-medias res—in a courtroom,
as a judge prepares to deliver the verdict in
the murder trial of 64 Black soldiers tried for
their role in the Houston Riot. The camera
pans the uniformed Black soldiers on trial, an
image that recalls the shocking photograph
of the trial, the image that set Willmott off on
this project “nearly 30 years ago,” as he told
Rick Hellman of the KU News Service. We
hear the voice of the judge: “You boys have
dishonored our nation and betrayed your
oath to protect the people of this country.
What do you have to say for yourselves?”
And, if we know anything about American
justice, even if we don’t note the judge’s
Texas twang, even if we don’t hear the
racism in that “boys,” we know exactly how
this will be going down.
As the movie then backs up to the 24th’s
arrival in Texas, two intertitles fill in the
background: first, “In the summer of 1917,
white mobs attacked African American
communities in East St. Louis, Illinois and
Chester, Pennsylvania with horrific acts of
racial violence. In the wake of this tense
racial climate, the all-Black 24th Infantry
Division arrived in Houston, Texas, to guard
the construction of Camp Logan, three miles
outside the city”; with “the mission of the
camp is to train soldiers for service overseas
in World War One. Thus far, only white
units have been selected to go to France. The
soldiers of the 24th hope to change all that.”
But, coming after the trial clip, we already
know how that mission will fail. Suspense is
not part of Willmott’s game here.
Willmott most critically aims to flesh out
more fully the story of the still relatively
unknown Houston Riot, understanding it
within the context of a period of intense
racial struggle in the US. As he told Elvis
Mitchell of KCRW, “Americans need to know
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a lot more about … that period between
1880 or so and almost 1930,” when “race
riots were a common affair” and lynchings
still regular occurrences. In particular, the
period immediately bracketing the Houston
Riot—say, from the white assault on Black
communities of Atlanta in 1906 through
the St. Louis and Chester anti-Black riots
of 1917; on past the “Red Summer” of
1919, when race riots (that is to say, white
supremacist attacks on black neighborhoods)
occurred in over three dozen cities across
the US; to, say, the Tulsa riots of 1921 or the
Rosewood Massacre of 1923, depending
on where you want to stop—was one of
deep racial antagonism in America. Count
Willmott’s film, then, among the recent
attempts to reckon with that racist past, like
the excavation of the Tulsa riot in the recent
documentary Black Wall Street Burning or
its citation in the HBO series The Watchmen,
just as Tulsa itself prepares for the event’s
centennial and, as NPR reported, literally
excavates mass graves of Blacks killed in the
attack.

violence, and “the community, they took
it upon themselves to send me oversees to
educate and protect me.” Similarly, Big Joe’s
fear of white mobs was crystallized with
his experience of the St. Louis riots: “I got a
telegram from home. Can’t nobody find my
sister, or her baby. So of course I went right
home, to St. Louis. My momma’s home. It
was full of bullet holes. I mean, the whole
neighborhood. I mean, it looked like Admiral
Dewey blew it up. A whit mob came through
like an evil cyclone, killing and burning.”
That climate of race war shaped the men of
the 24th, and it would shape their response
as the Houston riot unfolded.
Willmott’s film differs from other recent
exercises in historic reconstruction above
all else for its own deep history. As he
told Hellman, it was decades ago that “I
stumbled across this photograph of the trial.
There’s only one photograph of the trial. And
that trial of 64 guys all together just blew my
mind. The caption said, ‘The largest murder
trial in American history.’ So I had to look
and see what the story was there…. I wrote

Willmott aims to flesh out the story of the still relatively
unknown Houston Riot. “Americans need to know a
lot more about … that period between 1880 or so and
almost 1930,” he says, when “race riots were a common
affair” and lynchings still regular occurrences.
Early episodes in that era of racial
violence actually shape the characters of The
24th. Boston’s unusual upbringing, educated
abroad, coming home with a degree from the
Sorbonne, was mandated by his background;
his father, a “teacher for the Freedman’s
Bureau” after emancipation, “died in
Atlanta in 1906,” in that wave of anti-Black
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a script that, at the time, was called ‘Colored
Men,’ and that script would get me jobs,
but I couldn’t find a way to get that movie
made.” Now, with an Oscar on his own desk
and some star power in his cast, he finally
could.
Willmott explained the process to Elvis
Mitchell of KCRW: “Trey was one of my
RYDER

students at Kansas University. He was in my
screenwriting class, and he’s been in several
of my other films”—he was featured in both
Destination Planet Negro (2013) and Jayhawkers
(2014)—“When he was my student, I had
an earlier form of the script. And I told him
at that time, I said, ‘man, I really think you
would be great as the lead in this film.’ And
so, cut to like 20 years later, and he’s become
a big star on the TV show Empire, and … I
was working of BlacKKKlansman at the time,
and we were trying to figure out something
we could maybe work on together.”
Byers and Willmott
reworked the script together,
updating and enriching
LOGOS &
the romance subplot. They
renamed the characters,
marking the fictionality of the
backstories they construct for
them, although the factual
counterparts of key figures
can be readily identified with
just a bit of digging in the
historical record: Boston is
based on Charles Baltimore,
Norton on Colonel William
Newman, Captain Hayes
(Mykelti Williamson) on Vida
Henry. That reworking also
gives the film a more marked
contemporary resonance,
as when one of the more
openly racist cops, Captain
Cross, after an especially ugly
extended drunken rant about
Black encroachment on what
he sees as white prerogative
(“They swarmed Fort Blood
like a sea of locusts. They
ruined every goddamn
thing. Nigger schools, nigger
colleges. High sheriff, tax
collector, they both goddamn
niggers. White man couldn’t
MARCH/APRIL 2021

even take a shit without some tar baby
coming in right behind and wanting to
smell it.”), closes, when asks by his drinking
buddy, “What’re we gonna do, Jimmy?,”
“We’re gonna take our goddamn country
back.” If that sounds too Trumpian, however,
it is not actually anachronism; a similar
angry nativism fueled much of the violence
of the period.
In that era of intense anti-Black violence,
the Houston Riot stands out: featuring
an organized, armed Black force engaged
against the armed violence of the white
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racists of Houston. Willmott himself has
made clear that resistance to white violence
was not unique to the Houston case. As he
told Mitchell: “African Americans fought
back all the time during this period. People
don’t realize that part of the story nearly
enough, that fighting back was part of it.
African Americans fought back in Tulsa, and
they fought back in all of those incidents;
you know, they didn’t just lay down and
die. They tried to save themselves and
others.” But Houston still stands out here;
Black violence in response to violence is
not a buried part of the story, but a central
component of it. As Willmott told Dan
Lybarger of Film Threat, “Because the 24th
were soldiers, they were more organized
than most riots.” Among the long list of
racial riots in the period, Houston is the only
one in which more whites than Blacks died
(at least until the trial, of only Black soldiers,
readjusted the balance after the fact).
Telling this basic story, excavating this
history, is only part of what Willmott is up to
in The 24th. He also insistently complicates
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it. He does this in two distinct ways: first, by
differentiating among the Black troops of the
24th, a move that undermines the tendency
to represent Blacks monolithically; second, in
his portrayal of the events of the riot itself, in
recognizing the chaos of that sort of moment.
So, first, Willmott spends much of the first
half of the film individuating the soldiers
of the 24th, insisting on their distinctive
characters, rooting fictional backstories in,
as Willmott explained to Lybarger, “types
of people that were involved.” This is, on
the one hand, a generic move. Pretty much
any war movie focused on a small fighting
unit, from All Quiet on the Western Front
(1930) forward through films like Platoon
(1986) or Saving Private Ryan (1998) or Band
of Brothers (2001), similarly marks out the
differences between platoon members. But,
when the troop in question is an all-black
unit, the move has a different valence,
working against the familiar tendency to see
any Black man as representing the race as a
whole.
The clearest case is Boston, as central
RYDER

character. He represents, as Willmott tells
Mitchell, “the race man,” of which “W. E.
B. DuBois is probably the best example….
He thinks race defines what it means to be
a modern man at the time and devotes his
life to trying to … raise up the race…. The
talented 10% of Black folks are going to reach
back and help the 90% of Black folks who
are still in poverty and discrimination. And
that’s what fuels Boston in the film.” We
see this practically at the outset of The 24th,
when he explains why he signed up in the
military: “Well, this is the war to make the
world safe for democracy. And we’re not part
of that democracy.” Serving will establish
that place of Blacks in the polity: “I want
to serve my country and raise the image
of the colored man.” He later reiterates the
position to Norton: “I joined the army to be
of service to my country and my race.” When
the (more racist) officer Lockhurt challenges
this position, insisting “Your only allegiance
is to your country, Private,” Boston has an
answer: “Of course, sir. But my intent is to
be constructive with other men of color,”
that same elevation-of-race assertion. Boston
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spends spare time in his tent reading; his
favored text is Booker Washington’s Up from
Slavery.
But, in that early sequence, we learn that’s
not at all why Walker (Moe McRae) joined
the force: “I joined because the judge say I go
to the army or I go to jail. I had no choice.”
As Willmott told Mitchell, Walker is “the
angry buck,” a Black stereotype going back
to slave days, though even here, Willmott
insists that Walker not just represent the
type but that we understand it as well: “he’s
got reasons to feel that way, and they’re
legitimate reasons.”
The tension between Walker and Boston,
amplified by colorism (Boston is lighter
skinned, as Walker’s invective underlines,
when he calls him a “mulatto” fuels much
of the early plot) plays out in much of the
movie, from the romance plot—both vie for
the attention of Marie (Aja Naomi King)—to
their conflicts at the camp.
The film also fills in fairly fully the
backstory of Sgt. Hayes, the long-time
veteran in the troop. Hayes recalls his service
in the Spanish-American War, almost twenty
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years before: “You see this here?” he asks
Boston, gesturing to the scar by his eye: “I
got it moving up San Juan Hill alongside
Teddy Roosevelt. Gave it everything we had.
Courage, blood, everything. In the end it was
our dead black bodies on the ground, and
my eye. That lying son of a bitch sailed off
the White House, took our credit. We don’t

monolithic, especially in their ideas about
race, with attitudes ranging from Norton’s
sympathetic paternalism to Cross’s virulent
and violent racism.
Despite their differences and
antagonisms, however, the Blacks of the
24th come together in the face of a common
threat. As the attacks against Blacks from

“African Americans fought back all the time during
this period,” Willmott says. “African Americans
fought back in Tulsa, and they fought back in all
of those incidents. They didn’t just lay down and
die. They tried to save themselves and others.”
matter, boy.” Hayes, then, proudly recalls his
record of service (and in doing so fills in at
least part of the backstory of the 24th itself, in
both Cuba and the Philippines; Hayes is not
old enough to take us back to their days as
Buffalo Soldiers in the Indian wars after their
creation in 1869), but, on the basis of that
experience, he has no conviction whatever
that “the race” will benefit from his service.
Like Walker, he distrusts Boston as
a result. He tells another veteran of the
Philippine campaign that Boston reminds
him of Fagan, who deserted to fight with the
Filipinos against the US. Hayes concludes: “I
don’t believe Fagan believed he was a nigger.
Just like him.” He tells Boston later: “My
daddy was like you,” similarly aspiring to
raise the race and to change the way whites
felt about Blacks, and “I saw where helping
took him. The same place it took me. Same
place it took you. Niggaville.” In Hayes’s
view, efforts at Black uplift will never
overcome white resistance.
Whites in the movie, it is worth noting,
are similarly differentiated rather than
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the 24th in Houston intensify and grow
steadily more violent, the soldiers find
unity in resistance. When they march into
Houston the night of the riot, they march
as one. Precisely here, however, Willmott
introduces his other level of complication:
in the confusion of that night, intensified
by rain and darkness, in the mix of report
and rumor (had the police killed Boston?
Or Pvt. David? Was there a mob on the way
toward the camp?), the fusion of fear and
anger, that leads to that march, in the shift
from self-defense to offensive armed action,
much remains unclear. Willmott, rather
than simplifying, embraces that complexity.
As Willmott told Lybarger, the riot must be
“harrowing”: “I want it to be frightening. I
wanted that part to be disturbing because
it was. I think that with the rage the men
had at that point, I want the audience to feel
that part of it.” He succeeds admirably in
viscerally conveying all the confusion and
chaos of that night.
And then, at the trial, the unity the
force has found in the crisis gets starkly
RYDER

underlined. When asked by the judge what
they have to say for themselves—a repeat of
the opening scene--it is naturally Boston who
speaks first, holding out his hands as if to be
shackled and proclaiming, simply, “I am a
man.” The gesture and the words are rapidly
picked up by all the defendants in a stirring
scene with multiple resonances: it is, of
course, a Spartacus moment, but it alludes as
well to the classic Abolitionist image, of the
shackled Black man and the plea “Am I not a
man and a brother?”
A few quick but powerful scenes finish
the film: 13 men lined up in a Texas field,
Big Joe singing a now deeply ironic “Over
There,” done up as spiritual, as in voiceover
we hear the judge’s verdict, condemning
ringleaders to hanging (including Boston,
“ringleader” primarily for his position within
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the force); a quick inserted flashback of
Boston with Marie, a flashback that suggests
an alternate future; before a potent slow
pan across the dead faces of those executed
in their plain pine coffins, the camera then
pulling up to embrace the whole set of lineup coffins.
But the film’s last lines are Boston’s,
in voiceover, in a prison letter to Marie,
reinvoking the cause for which he fought:
“Turns out I had to stay and fight…. But
I wanted you to hear why I went into
Houston. I did it for your future children, for
your future husband. I did it for you, so you
and they shall not suffer as we have suffered,
simply for being negroes.” Even facing
death, he asserts racial uplift.
Critically, as we hear those words, Marie
is on a train, headed north.
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INTERACTIVE VIRTUAL EVENTS
MAR 2

WOMANHOUSE w/Q&A

MAR 9

INVISIBLE ADVERSARIES
MAR 23

MAR 11
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MAR 25
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APR 9
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GRASS: A NATION’S BATTLE FOR LIFE
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APR 27

APR 20

AMARCORD

MAYOR* w/Q&A
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restorations of independent and international films through our Virtual Cinema offerings.
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the Ryder Film Series
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